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ABSTRACT
Objective Since the publication of the Asia-Pacific
consensus on gastro-oesophageal reflux disease in 2008,
there has been further scientific advancement in this
field. This updated consensus focuses on proton pump
inhibitor-refractory reflux disease and Barrett’s
oesophagus.
Methods A steering committee identified three areas
to address: (1) burden of disease and diagnosis of reflux
disease; (2) proton pump inhibitor-refractory reflux
disease; (3) Barrett’s oesophagus. Three working groups
formulated draft statements with supporting evidence.
Discussions were done via email before a final face-to-
face discussion. We used a Delphi consensus process,
with a 70% agreement threshold, using Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, Development and
Evaluation (GRADE) criteria to categorise the quality of
evidence and strength of recommendations.
Results A total of 32 statements were proposed and
31 were accepted by consensus. A rise in the prevalence
rates of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease in Asia was
noted, with the majority being non-erosive reflux
disease. Overweight and obesity contributed to the rise.
Proton pump inhibitor-refractory reflux disease was
recognised to be common. A distinction was made
between refractory symptoms and refractory reflux
disease, with clarification of the roles of endoscopy and
functional testing summarised in two algorithms. The
definition of Barrett’s oesophagus was revised such that
a minimum length of 1 cm was required and the
presence of intestinal metaplasia no longer necessary.
We recommended the use of standardised endoscopic
reporting and advocated endoscopic therapy for
confirmed dysplasia and early cancer.
Conclusions These guidelines standardise the
management of patients with refractory gastro-
oesophageal reflux disease and Barrett’s oesophagus in
the Asia-Pacific region.

INTRODUCTION
Most gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) is
non-erosive reflux disease (NERD), with the
remainder being erosive reflux disease (ERD) of
varying severity and complications including
Barrett’s oesophagus (BO), stricture and oesopha-
geal adenocarcinoma (OAC), which are uncommon

to rare in many parts of the Asia-Pacific region.
Prior to 2004, GORD was considered to be
uncommon in Asian populations compared with
Western populations. In 2004 the Asia-Pacific con-
sensus on the management of GORD recognised
that there was an increasing frequency of the
disease in Asia and reviewed the diagnostic and
therapeutic modalities that were available in the
region. A second consensus was then published as
atypical, and extra-oesophageal manifestations of
GORD were diagnosed increasingly and surgical
and endoscopic treatment became more readily
available. Currently, a third review of GORD man-
agement was deemed necessary to address the issue
of proton pump inhibitor (PPI)-refractory GORD
and to review new modalities that have emerged
for diagnosis of BO with new recommendations for
screening and surveillance.

METHODS
Membership of the consensus panel
A steering committee comprising three clinicians
(KMF, KLG, KS) was appointed by the Asian
Pacific Association of Gastroenterology (APAGE).
The steering committee in turn nominated
members regarded as experts in the field of GORD
to form the faculty of the working groups. Faculty
members were assigned clinical questions (CQ) for
which they were to develop statements with sup-
porting evidence. Two members of each group
served as moderators. In addition, two inter-
national members provided their perspectives but
did not participate in the voting.

Literature search and consensus development
process
An initial literature search was performed by the
steering committee using guidelines from the
USA,1 2 Asia3 4 and the UK5 to identify current
issues in epidemiology, diagnosis and treatment of
GORD. The topics identified were grouped under:
(1) burden of disease and diagnosis of GORD; (2)
PPI-refractory GORD; (3) BO. Based on the issues
identified, three working groups were formed.
Drafts of CQ about each topic were prepared by
the steering committee and circulated to the
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working groups. These working groups conducted a further
extensive literature search for relevant English articles up to July
2014 and formulated initial draft statements with supporting
evidence. The references of both updated published guidelines
and original articles were additionally reviewed to identify per-
tinent literature. The focus was on Asian data, but where such
data were not available or weak, Western data were reviewed
and the results extrapolated for use in the Asia-Pacific context.
Initial discussions were done via email with the secretariat
keeping track of the progress. The working parties then gath-
ered at a two-day meeting in Singapore (2–3 August 2014) to
seek consensus on the statements. At the consensus meeting
there was presentation of the relevant data, face-to-face discus-
sion and voting of the finalised statements. All votes were
anonymous. We used a Delphi consensus process, with a 70%
agreement threshold, using GRADE criteria (Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) to
categorise the quality of evidence and strength of recommenda-
tions.6 Evidence was graded as high, moderate or low and
recommendations were graded as strong or weak. Based on the
consensus outcome, a manuscript was drafted by each group
and then edited by the steering committee and referred to the
entire group for input. Relevant literature pertinent to the dis-
cussion up to December 2015 was additionally incorporated. A
total of 32 statements were proposed and 31 reached consensus.

RESULTS
Burden of disease and diagnosis
CQ1. How is the prevalence of typical GORD in a community
determined?
Statement 1
Both symptomatic GORD and endoscopic oesophagitis can be
used as measures to define the prevalence of GORD in the
community.
Agreement: 94.7%
Quality of evidence: Not applicable (NA)
Strength of recommendation: NA

There are two practical ways of determining the burden of
disease: (1) prevalence of GORD symptoms; and (2) prevalence
of endoscopic oesophagitis, which includes both ERD and com-
plications associated with GORD. Each measurement has its
drawbacks, but they remain the best ways of quantifying disease.
Measurement of GORD symptoms in the population is based
on the subject’s response, such as frequency of predominant
symptoms of heartburn and regurgitation, and GORD question-
naires. Few studies are strictly community-based. Endoscopic
oesophagitis is an objective measure based on subjects undergo-
ing endoscopy for symptom evaluation or screening.

CQ2. Are there changes in the epidemiology of erosive and
non-erosive reflux oesophagitis in the Asia-Pacific region?
Statement 2a
The prevalence of GORD is increasing in the Asia-Pacific
region.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: NA

Two recent population-based studies from the region reported
a high prevalence of GORD in the community with rates of
25% and 18.7%.7 8 These studies from Taiwan7 and India8

were population-based studies that used validated GORD ques-
tionnaires. The prevalence in the Taiwan study was higher than

previously reported, which was as low as 3.9%.9 Another study
of asymptomatic health screening subjects from Taiwan showed
a prevalence rate of 12.0%.10 Chen et al11 reported an increase
in the prevalence of ERD in referred patients (from 20.7% in
2000 to 51.0% in 2007) as well as health screening subjects
(from 14.5% in 2004 to 23.5% in 2007) in a tertiary care
centre from Taiwan. A multicentre study from the Indian
Society of Gastroenterology Task Force showed a prevalence of
7.6%,12 while other regional studies in India reported a preva-
lence of the order of 18.7%.13 A population-based survey from
five regions in China showed that the prevalence of symptom-
atic GORD was 3.1% and varied significantly among the five
regions (from 1.7% in Guangzhou to 5.1% in Wuhan) and
between rural and urban populations.14 In Shanghai the esti-
mated prevalence was 6.4%.15 A nationwide study on reflux
oesophagitis in China yielded a prevalence of 17.8%.16 Kim
et al17 reviewed National Health Insurance statistics for Korea
and showed an increase in the diagnosis of GORD from 4.59%
in 2005 to 7.27% in 2009.

Statement 2b
NERD remains the commonest manifestation of GORD in the
Asia-Pacific region.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Strong
Strength of recommendation: NA

Although there was an increase in ERD in the Asia-Pacific
region, NERD remained at 78–93% of all reflux disease.18

Statement 2c
The severity of ERD remains mild.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Strong
Strength of recommendation: NA

The severity of ERD remained mild with the majority of patients
having Los Angeles (LA) Grade A oesophagitis (50–90%).18

CQ3. What are the factors that have caused the change in
epidemiology of erosive and non-erosive oesophagitis?
Statement 3a
Increasing prevalence of overweight and obesity in the
Asia-Pacific region is likely to have contributed to the increase in
GORD.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Low
Strength of recommendation: NA

A meta-analysis of studies in the USA and Europe showed a
close relationship between overweight, obesity and GORD.
Studies from the USA demonstrated that overweight and obesity
were significantly associated with GORD, with ORs of 1.57
(95% CI 1.36 to 1.80) and 2.15 (95% CI 1.89 to 2.45), respect-
ively.19 In 14 countries in the Asia-Pacific region, an increase in
the prevalence of overweight has been demonstrated, ranging
from 5% in India to 60% in Australia.20 Body mass index (BMI)
≥25 (OR 1.90; 95% CI 1.4 to 2.6) was associated with the pres-
ence of GORD symptoms in employees of a large hospital in
India.21 In a nationwide multicentre prospective study in Korea,
BMI ≥25 was associated with OR of 1.3 (CI 1.05 to 1.52) for
ERD. The study further demonstrated that, for BMI <23 and
NERD, the OR was 1.2 (95% CI 1.06 to 1.41).22 Data from
Taiwan in asymptomatic subjects undergoing a health check-up
revealed that BMI 25–30 (OR 2.3; 95% CI 1.3 to 4.2) and BMI
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>30 (OR 3.8; 95% CI 1.3 to 10.9) were independent predic-
tors of ERD.10

Statement 3b
The decline in Helicobacter pylori infection is unlikely to have a
major role in the increase in the prevalence of GORD.
Agreement: 68.4%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: NA

Epidemiological studies show an association between lower
H. pylori prevalence and higher rates of reflux disease, although
this has not been established to be causal.23–27 H. pylori infec-
tion was associated with a decrease in the prevalence of ERD in
two Japanese studies (OR 0.35; 95% CI 0.30 to 0.40 and OR
0.58; 95% CI 0.44 to 0.76, respectively)23 24 and in Korea (OR
0.44; 95% CI 0.39 to 0.49).27 Data for migrants from Vietnam
to Australia show an increase in ERD in migrants compared
with non-migrants while both groups had identical H. pylori
infection rates, suggesting lifestyle factors as the key determinant
of GORD.26 Therefore, an inverse association between H.
pylori and the prevalence of reflux does not prove a cause and
effect relationship.

CQ4. What are the data on the epidemiology of
extra-oesophageal manifestations of GORD in Asia?
Statement 4
Data on the prevalence of extra-oesophageal manifestations of
GORD in Asia are limited, but it is likely to be uncommon.
Agreement: 84.2%
Quality of evidence: Low
Strength of recommendation: NA

There are only sporadic data on rates of extra-oesophageal
manifestations of GORD in Asia. A systematic review of Asian
publications that examined asthma, sleep disturbance, temporo-
mandibular joint dysfunction, dental erosions, non-cardiac chest
pain (NCCP) and chronic laryngitis28 showed a wide range of
prevalence among the 17 collated studies. Few population data
are available to determine regional prevalence rates. In general,
the prevalence of extra-oesophageal manifestations of GORD
increases with an increasing burden of GORD in a population.
Two small population-based studies from Korea29 and China30

showed this association between symptomatic GORD and extra-
oesophageal manifestations.

CQ5. Should the diagnosis of BO be based on endoscopic
diagnosis or is histological confirmation required?
Statement 5
The term endoscopic columnar lined oesophagus should be
used to describe proximal appearing columnar epithelium in the
distal oesophagus. Histological confirmation is required and aids
in the stratification of risk.
Agreement: 94.7%
Quality of evidence: NA
Strength of recommendation: Strong

BO remains an uncommon diagnosis in much of the
Asia-Pacific region. Outside Japan, the prevalence of BO was
reported to be in the range of 0.06–6.2%.31 32 The group
agreed that histological confirmation is required but intestinal
metaplasia (IM) is not a prerequisite for diagnosis as the defin-
ition of BO is of proximal appearing columnar lined oesophagus
in the distal oesophagus at endoscopy, confirmed by histology.
Further details about controversies in the diagnostic criteria for
BO are discussed in Statement 21.

CQ6. How should the BO epidemiology data be expressed (as a
percentage of GORD diagnosed on endoscopy or a percentage of
all endoscopies)?
Statement 6
The prevalence of BO may be determined from health screening
endoscopy studies and investigations of symptomatic patients.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: NA
Strength of recommendation: Strong

The prevalence of BO when expressed as a proportion of all
patients who underwent endoscopy is a crude measure for com-
parison between regions as the indication for and availability of
endoscopy varies so widely. Prevalence expressed as a proportion
of those presenting for endoscopy with reflux symptoms and
having ERD diagnosed determine prevalence in those presenting
with symptoms. This would allow some comparison within the
region.31 32 Prevalence from health screening endoscopy studies
will provide better population data. There are several studies
available from some regions (although most are directed towards
gastric cancer screening). There are still inherent selection biases
in such studies, but such surveys do provide more accurate data at
the population level. A crude overall population prevalence
figure would be useful but requires random population endos-
copy studies and few of these are available.

CQ7. In patients with NCCP, should diagnostic evaluation with
endoscopy and pH monitoring precede therapy?
Statement 7
A therapeutic trial of PPI is the most pragmatic approach for
suspected GORD-related NCCP owing to the low sensitivity of
endoscopy and limited access to pH monitoring.
Agreement: 89.5%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

NCCP is the presenting symptom in about 10% of patients
with GORD.33 The diagnostic yield of endoscopy for NCCP is
low as ERD is present in <10% of patients with NCCP.33

Endoscopy is therefore not recommended as the routine first-
line investigation for NCCP unless there are concomitant symp-
toms suggestive of oesophageal pathology. About 29–49% of
Asian patients with NCCP have abnormal oesophageal acid
exposure as measured by pH monitoring.34–37

Ambulatory pH monitoring allows quantitative assessment of
acid exposure and determination of the chronological relationship
between reflux and chest pain episodes, and is positive in 29% of
patients.37 As NCCP tends to occur in an episodic manner and
24-hour monitoring may not capture every pain episode, wireless
pH monitoring that allows prolonged pH monitoring for up to
96 hours could increase the diagnostic yield.38 The application of
routine pH monitoring is limited in Asia as it is not readily available.
A therapeutic trial of PPI for patients with NCCP remains the most
practical approach in primary care. Patients with failed therapy
could be investigated for PPI-refractory GORD symptoms (see
Statement 15). A meta-analysis in 2005 reported overall sensitivity
and specificity of 80% (95% CI 71% to 87%) and 74% (95% CI
64% to 83%), respectively, in a Western population.39 The duration
of PPI therapy for GORD-related NCCP has yet to be defined.40

CQ8. Should a diagnosis of reflux laryngitis be made solely on
laryngoscopic findings?
Statement 8
Laryngoscopic findings are unreliable for the diagnosis of laryn-
gopharyngeal reflux (LPR) and should not be used for
diagnosis.
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Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

A number of laryngoscopic findings have been implicated as
specific features for LPR. These findings include reflux granu-
loma, vocal cord oedema, posterior commissure hypertrophy,
ventricular obliteration and pseudosulcus.41 Among these signs,
Reinke’s oedema has been associated with abnormal oesopha-
geal pH monitoring in patients with symptoms of LPR in a
Korean study.42 A scoring system based on these laryngeal signs
has been developed to facilitate the diagnosis of LPR. However,
both the sensitivity and specificity of this laryngoscopic scoring
system is <50%. Furthermore, the definition of these laryngeal
signs is subject to substantial intra- and inter-observer variability.
On the other hand, it has been reported that the presence of
ERD detected by endoscopy is predictive of a good treatment
response of LPR symptoms to PPI treatment.43

CQ9. What is the role of reflux monitoring in patients with
extra-oesophageal presentation of GORD?
Statement 9
Reflux monitoring has a limited role for the diagnosis of extra-
oesophageal GORD in Asia and it is not recommended as
routine investigation.
Agreement: 79%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: NA

Reflux monitoring, in the form of either pH or combined
pH–impedance monitoring, allows quantitative assessment of
gastric refluxate exposure in the pharynx and oesophagus. For
the diagnostic investigation of extra-oesophageal presentation,
dual-channel (pharynx and 5 cm above the lower oesophageal
sphincter) or multichannel (pharynx, proximal oesophagus,
5 cm above lower oesophageal sphincter) monitoring has been
proposed. A newly developed pharyngeal pH monitoring has
reported higher sensitivity.44 Reflux monitoring can be further
coupled with intraluminal pressure sensor monitoring to detect
cough episodes in order to determine the chronological relation-
ship between reflux and suspected extra-oesophageal symptoms.

However, reflux monitoring as a diagnostic tool for extra-
oesophageal GORD is associated with many shortcomings. First,
there is a lack of an objective and standardised method for evalu-
ating correlation between reflux and extra-oesophageal syn-
dromes like asthma or laryngitis. The application of automated
analysis and interpretation using commercially available software
to replace manual analysis which is time consuming and subject
to substantial inter- or intra-observer variability is limited by arte-
facts such as swallowing and cough.45 Second, there is a lack of a
universally accepted normal range of proximal oesophagus and
pharyngeal acid exposure for the Asian population. Third, it has
been reported that reflux monitoring has low sensitivity and spe-
cificity for the diagnosis of extra-oesophageal GORD manifesta-
tions.44 The predictive value of reflux monitoring for a positive
PPI symptom response is also poor. A therapeutic trial of PPI
remains a pragmatic approach in the context of limited access or
expertise of reflux monitoring in Asia. In one Asian study the effi-
cacy of PPI was primarily limited to those patients with concomi-
tant typical reflux symptoms or oesophagitis.46

Refractory GORD
CQ10. What is the definition of refractory GORD in Asia?
Statement 10
In the Asia-Pacific region, persistent and troublesome GORD
symptoms unresponsive to at least 8 weeks of a standard dose of
PPI may be termed refractory GORD symptoms.

Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: NA
Strength of recommendation: NA

There is no consensus on the definition of refractory GORD
in Asia or in the Western world. The term ‘refractory GORD’ is
reserved for patients whose symptoms fail to respond partially
or completely to a standard dose of PPI after a sufficient period
of therapy. In the Asian context, the standard dose of PPI is
defined as the approved dose in each country or region and the
period of therapy as 8 weeks. As GORD symptoms respond
well to PPI, PPI-refractory GORD refers to patients with symp-
toms of GORD who do not respond or only partially respond
to therapy. Troublesome symptoms refer to impairment of
quality of life (QOL). This group is a subset of patients with
GORD symptoms, many of whom may not have GORD at all.
In the rest of this paper we shall refer to the actual group as
having refractory GORD symptoms.

CQ11. What is the prevalence of refractory GORD symptoms in
Asia?
Statement 11
PPI-refractory GORD symptoms are common and more preva-
lent in patients with NERD.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: NA

The reported rates of PPI-refractory GORD vary among
studies. This is likely due to differing definitions of failure,
patient selection and the variation of PPI dose. A systematic lit-
erature review was conducted to identify and characterise the
proportion of adults with GORD who experience partial or
non-response of their reflux symptoms to PPI therapy, both in
primary care and in community-based studies. Nineteen studies
in individuals with GORD taking a PPI were included. These
studies were from North America, Europe and Australia. In
interventional non-randomised primary care trials, the preva-
lence of persistent troublesome heartburn and regurgitation was
17% and 28%, respectively; in randomised trials it was 32%
and 28%, respectively. In observational primary care and
community-based studies, 45% of participants reported persist-
ent GORD symptoms. Overall, persistent GORD symptoms
despite PPI treatment were more likely in studies with a higher
proportion of female participants but less likely in studies from
Europe than in those from the USA, and were associated with
decreased psychological and physical well-being.47 Data from
Asia are more limited. A study from China showed that the
prevalence of PPI-refractory GORD symptoms was 37.9% in
patients with NERD after a standard dose of PPI therapy for 6
months.48 In Korea, PPI-refractory GORD symptoms occurred
in 16.7% of patients with NERD and 6.6% of those with ERD
after 8 weeks of PPI treatment.49 In Japan, after 4 weeks of PPI
therapy, more patients with ERD than with NERD reported
complete symptom resolution (55.4% vs 35.8%).50 In compari-
son, a post hoc analysis of four randomised controlled trials
(RCTs) showed that between 14% and 19% of patients with
GORD partially responded to PPI therapy. This was higher in
patients with NERD (19.9%) than in those with ERD (14%).
Non-response to PPI was rare (NERD 2.4%, ERD 1.4%) in the
analyses.51

CQ12. Do refractory GORD symptoms affect patients’ QOL?
Statement 12
Refractory GORD symptoms affect patients’ QOL including
sleep and work.
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Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: NA

A systematic review showed that patients with refractory
GORD symptoms have reduced physical and mental
health-related QOL by 8–16% and 2–12%, respectively.52

Compared with individuals with non-disruptive GORD, those
with disruptive GORD had 2.4 times and 1.5 times higher
mean rates of absenteeism and presenteeism, respectively.53 The
major impact on QOL in patients with refractory GORD is
sleep disturbance. Sleep disturbance is more prevalent in
patients with ERD or NERD than in non-GORD indivi-
duals.54 55 Sleep disturbance can result in emotional stress and
decreased work performance.55 56 Improving the control of
GORD symptoms can improve QOL in patients.

CQ13. What are the causes of refractory GORD symptoms?
Statement 13
The main causes of refractory GORD symptoms include: (1)
insufficient inhibition of gastric acid secretion; (2) ongoing
weakly acidic (or non-acid) reflux; (3) non-GORD causes; (4)
reflux sensitivity.
Agreement: 94.7%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: NA

It is recognised that there is not a single cause for symptoms
refractory to PPI treatment. Causes include reflux and
non-reflux-related aetiologies. Reflux-related causes refer to
ongoing acidic and non-acidic reflux. Non-reflux causes include
dysmotility, eosinophilic oesophagitis, functional heartburn,
overlap syndrome with IBS and visceral hypersensitivity (table 1).

Using 24-hour pH studies, pathological reflux can be found
in a substantial proportion of patients (ie, 25%) with refractory
GORD symptoms.57–59 In addition, combined impedance–pH
studies have been able to identify non-acid reflux-related
symptom episodes in other patients with PPI-refractory
GORD.60 Impaired responses to PPI might be related to a
number of factors including increased body weight61 or geno-
types of the P450 system that influence PPI metabolism.62 63

There is evidence that psychological factors may be related to
the manifestation of symptoms in the absence of acidic reflux.
In a well-controlled study in patients with recurrent GORD
symptoms after antireflux surgery, patients with recurrent

symptoms but without acidic reflux during 24-hour pH studies
had significantly more psychiatric comorbidities such as depres-
sion than patients with pathological reflux during a 24-hour pH
study.64

Patients with NERD are less likely to respond to antisecretory
therapy.61 Some of these patients have visceral hyperalgesia to
acid and also to saline perfusion.65 66 This suggests that, in
patients not responding to routine acid suppression, oesopha-
geal hypersensitivity may play a role in symptom manifestation.

CQ14. Is eosinophilic oesophagitis a cause of refractory GORD in
Asia?
Statement 14
Eosinophilic oesophagitis is an uncommon cause of refractory
GORD symptoms in Asia.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Low
Strength of recommendation: NA

Eosinophilic oesophagitis is increasingly diagnosed in patients
with oesophageal symptoms, especially dysphagia and
GORD-like symptoms.67 68 The estimated prevalence of eosino-
philic oesophagitis based on a multicentre study in Japan was
17.1/100 00069 persons compared with 56.7/100 00070 persons
in the USA. A single-centre study from Japan yielded a preva-
lence of 0.08%.71 Two other studies from Japan demonstrated
higher prevalence rates of 2.5% and 0.13%.72 73 The prevalence
rates based on other studies from China and Korea range from
0.34%74 to 6.6%,75 depending on whether it was community-
based or endoscopy unit-based data. Patients with eosinophilic
oesophagitis may respond to PPI. A multicentre study showed a
prevalence of 0.01% for eosinophilic oesophagitis and 0.02%
for PPI-responsive eosinophilic oesophageal infiltration.71

Eosinophilic oesophagitis accounted for 0.9% of PPI treatment
failure in patients in a US study.76

CQ15. What investigations are available for investigation of
refractory GORD?
Statement 15
After ascertaining medication compliance, further investigations
available to better categorise underlying pathophysiology and
target therapy include upper GI endoscopy±enhanced imaging
and function testing (ie, ambulatory pH monitoring and
24-hour combined impedance–pH studies/oesophageal
manometry).
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

Non-responders to PPI may be considered for referral for
evaluation. Investigations in patients with refractory GORD aim
to better categorise the underlying pathophysiology and target a
suitable therapy. Before proceeding with investigations,
symptom reassessment should be done to determine whether
the persistent symptoms may be attributable to gastro-
oesophageal reflux. Detailed history-taking may suggest achala-
sia, rumination or belching syndrome rather than reflux.
Compliance and optimal PPI dosing should be determined
before proceeding to endoscopy or function testing. Endoscopy
is recommended for all patients with GORD symptoms that are
persistent or progressive despite appropriate medical therapy.
Endoscopy may detect hiatal hernia, reflux oesophagitis and its
complications, such as peptic stricture and BO. Narrow band
imaging (NBI) endoscopy enhances mucosal morphology at the
squamocolumnar junction. NBI may aid white light endoscopy
(WLE) and increase the sensitivity of endoscopy for the

Table 1 Diagnostic possibilities for refractory reflux symptoms

Non-GORD Delayed gastric emptying (common)
Motility disorder: achalasia (common)
Functional (common): normal reflux burden, no
symptom/reflux correlation
Aerophagia (less common)
Rumination (less common)
Eosinophilic oesophagitis (if dysphagia is present)

Weakly acidic/
non-acidic reflux

May occur after acid suppression in context of
regurgitation due to mechanical failure (large hiatal
hernia)

Insufficient acidic
suppression

Dosing (common)
Compliance (common)
Zollinger-Ellison syndrome (rare)
PPI resistance (less common)

Reflux sensitivity Reflux burden is normal but patient has a clear
symptom/reflux correlation. This is dependent on
visceral hypersensitivity and hypervigilance

PPI, proton pump inhibitor.
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diagnosis of GORD.77 78 Endoscopy may identify non-GORD
aetiologies such as eosinophilic oesophagitis, infection and pill
injury, and suggest achalasia.71 74 79 In patients with negative
endoscopy (which is the most common result), ambulatory
reflux monitoring (pH or impedance–pH) is recommended to
quantify reflux and assess the relationship between reflux epi-
sodes and the patient’s symptoms if resources are avail-
able.59 60 80 An alternative would be an alternate PPI of
double-dose PPI. Telemetry capsule allows prolonged 48-hour
monitoring with improved patient tolerance and provides a
higher chance of finding a positive symptom association than
24-hour transnasal catheter recording.81 pH monitoring is
ideally performed with the patient ‘off ’ acid inhibitors.
Combined pH–impedance monitoring can detect all types of
reflux, including acid and weakly acidic, liquid and gaseous. It is
best performed with the patient ‘off ’ PPI therapy when the
diagnosis of GORD is in doubt and for evaluation before con-
sidering surgery in a patient with NERD.82 Measurement with
the patient ‘on’ PPI treatment is useful when reflux is likely and
the main question is why the treatment is ineffective.83 84

Oesophageal manometry has some role in diagnosing refractory
GORD. It is used to rule out achalasia or severe hypomotility
and should be done prior to any consideration of surgery. It is
also used to help in the placement of transnasal pH–impedance
probes.

CQ16. What medications are available to treat PPI-refractory
GORD symptoms?
Statement 16
PPI remain the cornerstone for treatment of patients with per-
sistent symptoms. Increasing the dose or switching to another
PPI can benefit a subset of patients. Histamine-2 receptor
antagonists (H2RA), alginates, in addition to PPI, improve
control of GORD symptoms in some patients.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

Non-compliance and suboptimal dosing are common causes
of PPI failure.85 86 RCTs have shown that switching to another
PPI was effective in symptom relief in some patients with refrac-
tory GORD symptoms and may be cost effective.87 88 A
meta-analysis demonstrated a modest 5% relative increase in the
probability of healed ERD with esomeprazole compared with
other PPI (lansoprazole, omeprazole, pantoprazole) at
8 weeks.89 Another meta-analysis showed no difference in relief
of symptoms with omeprazole 20 mg, lansoprazole, pantopra-
zole 40 mg and rabeprazole 20 mg. Esomeprazole at 40 mg pro-
vided better symptom relief compared with omeprazole 20 mg,
but not with the other PPI.90 Polymorphism of CYP2C19
results in extensive metabolisers, poor metabolisers or inter-
mediate metabolisers of PPI. Systematic exposure to PPI is 5–12
times higher in poor metabolisers than in extensive metaboli-
sers.91 Extensive metabolisers were associated with higher rates
of symptomatic recurrence of GORD.63 The influence of
CYP2C19 polymorphism differs between PPI. At a standard
dose of lansoprazole, omeprazole and rabeprazole the 24-hour
median pH in extensive metabolisers was least affected with the
use of rabeprazole.92 A randomised crossover study showed
that, in intermediate and poor metabolisers, PPI twice daily
could attain sufficient acid suppression with all PPI (esompra-
zole 20 mg, omeprazole 20 mg, lansoprazole 30 mg, rabeprazole
10 mg). In extensive metabolisers, esomeprazole twice daily had
the strongest inhibition.93 Dexlansoprazole, the enteric coated
R-enantiomer of lansoprazole, contains two different sets of

enteric coated capsules that disintegrate in different parts of the
GI tract resulting in dual release with two peaks of plasma con-
centration. In addition to demonstrating efficacy over placebo in
patients with NERD,94 dexlansoprazole was superior to lanso-
prazole in healing of ERD, particularly in moderate to severe
disease.95 Dexlansoprazole allows flexible dosing such that
administration of the drug could be independent of timing of
food intake.96 The administration of pantoprazole and rabepra-
zole is also unaffected by timing of food intake.96 97 The choice
of PPI in patients with refractory symptoms may be partly influ-
enced by these pharmacokinetic considerations but ultimately
the decision is made by the physician and patient, taking into
consideration cost, availability, clinical response and dosing con-
venience. Switching to another PPI, increasing to twice daily
dosing or doubling a single dose have been shown to result in
symptomatic relief in about 20–26% of patients.87

In Asia, available prokinetics include mosapride, itopride and
domperidone. Overall, their effect is modest. A systematic
review that compared the efficacy of mosapride plus PPI with
PPI monotherapy in GORD did not show any benefit.98 The
addition of mosapride to PPI was shown to improve symptoms
in patients with GORD with dysmotility symptoms.99–101

Itopride combined with lansoprazole has been shown to signifi-
cantly improve reflux and globus symptoms in patients with
LPR compared with lansoprazole.102

A Cochrane analysis showed that additional H2RA at bedtime
might decrease nocturnal gastric acid breakthrough.103 The
authors stopped short of recommending H2RA use at bedtime
in view of tachyphylaxis occurring on long-term therapy.104

H2RA can be used on a short-term intermittent basis to over-
come nocturnal reflux.

In a small study conducted on a group of patients with symp-
tomatic GORD with large hiatal hernias using scintigraphy,
manometry and pH–impedance monitoring, it was demon-
strated that alginate-antacid raft localised the postprandial acid
pocket and displaced it below the diaphragm, reducing post-
prandial acid reflux.105 A RCT showed that adding sodium
alginate to PPI resulted in a significantly greater rate of complete
resolution of heartburn in patients with NERD.106

Baclofen, a GABA agonist, decreases the 24-hour pH score,
percentage of upright reflux episodes, number of acid exposures
and percentage of time with pH <4.107 It is useful as an add-on
therapy to PPI but is limited by side effects that include somno-
lence, dizziness, weakness and trembling.

CQ17. Is surgery a therapeutic option in patients with refractory
GORD symptoms?
Statement 17
Surgery in experienced hands is a treatment option for patients
with refractory GORD symptoms failing medical therapy and
recommended only in those with objectively documented
gastro-oesophageal reflux.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

A Cochrane systemic review comparing medical management
with laparoscopic fundoplication surgery showed that there
were statistically significant improvements in health-related
QOL at 3 months and 1 year following surgery compared with
medical therapy.108 Surgery is, however, not without risks.
Postoperative dysphagia and gas bloat syndrome may also occur.
The LOTUS RCT comparing laparoscopic antireflux surgery
versus esomeprazole treatment in patients with established
GORD showed that at 5 years the remission rate was higher in
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the medication group than the surgical group (92% vs 85%,
p=0.048).109 The difference was no longer significant following
best case scenario modelling of study dropouts.

Frazzoni et al specifically looked at the impact of laparoscopic
fundoplication on patients with PPI-refractory reflux symptoms.110

A pH–impedance study was used to confirm the diagnosis of
GORD prior to surgery. Preoperative on-PPI impedance–pH diag-
nostic criteria consisted of positive symptom association probability
(SAP)/symptom index (SI) and/or abnormal percentage oesopha-
geal acid exposure time (%EAET) and/or abnormal number of
total refluxes. GORD cure was defined by 3-year postoperative
off-PPI normal impedance–pH findings with persistent symptom
remission. Preoperatively, 24/38 (63%) patients who completed the
outcome assessment had a positive SAP/SI, 20/38 (53%) for weakly
acidic refluxes; 3/38 (8%) patients had an abnormal %EAET and
11/38 (29%) had an abnormal number of total refluxes only.
Postoperatively, heartburn/regurgitation recurred in three patients;
abnormal impedance–pH findings were found in two of them and
they responded to PPI therapy. GORD cure was achieved in 34/38
(89%) patients and in 11/11 patients with an abnormal number of
total refluxes as the only preoperative abnormal impedance–pH
finding. Postoperatively, there was a significant decrease in the %
EAET (1% vs 0.1%, p=0.002) and in the number of total refluxes
(68 vs 8, p=0.001), with the latter finding mainly due to a decrease
in the number of weakly acidic refluxes. Data on the clinical out-
comes of surgery in Asia are lacking.

CQ18. What is the treatment of functional heartburn?
Statement 18
Antidepressants such as tricyclic antidepressants and selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors have been used to treat functional
heartburn but the response is variable.
Agreement: 100%
Grade of evidence: Low
Strength of recommendation: Weak

Patients with normal manometry, normal oesophageal acid
exposure and a negative symptom association after oesophageal
function tests can be classified as having functional heartburn.
Their symptom response to PPI is usually poor.111 The under-
lying pathophysiology is poorly understood but postulated aeti-
ologies include oesophageal hypersensitivity from altered pain
perception, subtle oesophageal motor abnormalities and psycho-
logical factors.

As altered oesophageal/visceral pain perception is postulated
to be the main pathophysiology of functional heartburn, low
dose pain modulators such as tricyclic antidepressants and select-
ive serotonin reuptake inhibitors can be used. Data on their effi-
cacy have been shown in hypersensitive oesophagus.112 113

Although no RCT has shown benefits of cognitive behavioural
therapy, it may be useful for those with underlying psychosomatic
disorders. Relaxation training in a small number of patients with
GORD has been shown to reduce symptom scores and oesopha-
geal acid exposure.114 Abdominal breathing exercise has been
reported to improve the QOL score in patients with GORD.115

As some patients with functional heartburn exhibit oesophageal
hypersensitivity, therapies used for functional chest pain such as
hypnotherapy may have therapeutic effects.116 117

CQ19. Is there a role for lifestyle modification in the treatment of
refractory GORD?
Statement 19
Weight reduction in those who are overweight or obese can
improve symptom control, although data on the long-term
effect are limited.

Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

A systematic review of 16 clinical studies in 2006 evaluated
the effects of various lifestyle changes on GORD symptoms.118

The study concluded that weight loss and bed elevation are
effective lifestyle interventions for GORD. The HUNT study, a
prospective population-based cohort study from Norway,
showed a dose-dependent association between weight loss and
reduction of GORD symptoms and increased treatment success
with antireflux medication. Among individuals with >3.5 units
decrease in BMI, the OR of loss of any reflux symptoms (minor
or severe) was 1.98 (95% CI 1.45 to 2.72) when using no or
less than weekly antireflux medication and 3.95 (95% CI 2.03
to 7.65) when using at least weekly antireflux medication.119

CQ20. Should patients with persistent extra-oesophageal
symptoms despite PPI therapy be investigated for non-GORD
aetiologies prior to endoscopy or ambulatory pH testing?
Statement 20
Patients with presumed extra-oesophageal symptoms and who
failed PPI therapy should be investigated for non-GORD causes
before proceeding to endoscopy or function testing.
Agreement: 94.7%
Quality of evidence: Low
Strength of recommendation: Strong

Extra-oesophageal symptoms such as hoarseness, throat pain,
asthma and cough are the least likely to be resolved with PPI
treatment, in part because they are often not caused by
reflux.120–122 GORD can be viewed as a possible contributing
factor in some, but not all, patients presenting with extra-
oesophageal symptoms.11 All patients with presumed extra-
oesophageal symptoms and who have failed PPI therapy should
have careful diagnostic evaluation for non-GORD causes before
the commencement of GI evaluation. Non-GORD aetiologies
should be ruled out through pulmonary, otolaryngology and
allergy evaluations.

Algorithm for the management of refractory GORD
symptoms
The management of patients with refractory GORD symptoms
despite PPI therapy is complex as the population with these
symptoms is heterogeneous. The first distinction is whether the
patient has GORD that is truly refractory to PPI or non-GORD
pathology. Defining the clinical phenotype requires the judicious
contribution of endoscopy combined with reflux testing and
oesophageal manometry. Facilities for endoscopy in Asia are
available, but facilities and experience with functional testing
are more limited. Furthermore, patients in areas with available
functional testing may choose empirical therapy to alleviate
their symptoms. This approach is practical, but functional
testing is required prior to antireflux surgery. The management
algorithm for regions with limited access to functional testing is
summarised in figure 1. For patients who are agreeable to func-
tional testing or in areas where these facilities are readily avail-
able, the algorithm is shown in figure 2.

Barrett’s oesophagus (BO)
CQ21. What are the diagnostic criteria for the diagnosis of BO?
Statement 21
The diagnostic criterion for BO is replacement of the normal
distal squamous epithelial lining by columnar epithelium. This
must be clearly visible endoscopically (≥1 cm above the gastro-
oesophageal junction) and be confirmed by histology.
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Agreement: 79%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

Differences in the definition of BO could potentially influence
the frequency of diagnosis of BO at index endoscopy. For com-
parability of diagnoses and endoscopic measures of outcomes
following treatment, an internationally accepted set of criteria is
important. For the definitive diagnosis of BO, the endoscopic
finding of columnar lined oesophagus in the distal oesophagus
must be corroborated with histological evidence of columnar
epithelium. Whether the additional presence of IM is a diagnos-
tic prerequisite is controversial.5 123–125 The American College
of Gastroenterology (ACG) 2011 guidelines required the pres-
ence of IM for the diagnosis of BO.123 The rationale for requir-
ing IM is based on its greater risk for progression to carcinoma
in early pathological126 127 and population studies.128 On the
other hand, the British5 and Japanese129 guidelines do not
require IM for the diagnosis of BO. In the previous Asia-Pacific
consensus4 the presence of IM was required for the diagnosis of
BO. In this consensus, the definition of BO was redefined due
to the following considerations. First, if IM was required as a
diagnostic criterion, mucosal biopsy sampling bias may con-
found diagnosis. A study that examined the diagnostic yield of
IM in patients with known BO found that the optimum number
of biopsies to diagnose IM was eight, with a yield of 67.9%. In
contrast, if only four were taken, the yield of IM was 34.7%.
There was no increased yield with more than eight biopsies,
unless more than 16 biopsies were taken (100% yield of IM).130

Second, two retrospective studies suggested that non-goblet col-
umnar metaplasia of the distal oesophagus had a similar neo-
plastic potential to IM.131 132

Columnar lined oesophagus length of 1 cm (M of Prague cri-
teria)133 was chosen by the British guidelines to be the
minimum length for an endoscopic diagnosis of BO in order to
distinguish it from an irregular Z-line.5 Indeed, the Asian
Barrett’s Consortium showed there was an excellent interobser-
ver agreement in the endoscopic diagnosis and grading of BO
using the Prague C & M criteria for Barrett’s segment of
>1 cm. For those segments <1 cm, the interobserver reliability

in diagnosis was low.134 The revised definition would exclude
all ultrashort segment BO (USSBO), leaving only short segment
BO (SSBO) (1–<3 cm) and long segment BO (LSBO) (>3 cm)
for consideration. It would exclude gastro-oesophageal junction
changes from the definition of BO.

CQ22. What is the prevalence of BO in the Asia-Pacific region in
the last 6 years?
Statement 22
The prevalence of BO in most parts of the Asia-Pacific region is
low and the most common type is short segment.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: NA

The prevalence of BO in most parts of the Asia-Pacific region
is low and the data, which are based on endoscopic series, are
summarised in table 2.135–144 One important point to note is
the high prevalence rates reported from Japan. This discrepancy
is due to definitions used and the entity of USSBO in Japan,
where the length is <1 cm. Endoscopists are unable to endo-
scopically recognise or reliably measure very short lengths
(<1 cm) of BO because the precise gastro-oesophageal junction
can be difficult to identify, particularly in the presence of a
hiatus hernia, and measurement and precise identification of the
site of biopsy in relation to the gastro-oesophageal junction
may be difficult due to peristalsis. Therefore, there are
concerns about the accuracy of the diagnosis of USSBO. Outside
Japan the data for BO prevalence rates refer to segments longer
than 1 cm.5 If USSBO is excluded, the prevalence rates from
Japan are actually similar to other Asian countries. For instance,
recent papers by Okita et al139 and Watari et al140 reported
overall BO prevalence rates of 37.6% and 36.4%, respectively.
However, in the paper by Okita et al, SSBO occurred in 37.4%
and LSBO in 0.2%. Among the cases of SSBO, the mean length
was 0.77± 0.43 cm, suggesting that the majority were in fact
USSBO.139 In the paper by Watari et al, after exclusion of
USSBO, the BO prevalence rate was 5.6% (SSBO: 5.4%; LSBO:
0.2%).140

Figure 1 Management algorithm in
regions with limited access to
functional testing. GERD;
gastro-oesophageal reflux disease;
H2RA, histamine-2 receptor antagonist;
PPI, proton pump inhibitor;
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CQ23. What are the risk factors for BO in Asia?
Statement 23
The risk factors for BO in the Asia-Pacific region are ethnicity,
older age and male gender, long duration of reflux symptoms,
abdominal obesity and smoking.
Agreement: 94.7%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: NA

Ethnicity is a risk factor for BO. Caucasians have a higher risk
than Asians for BO.146–148 Corley et al146 reviewed community-
based data captured electronically and reported an annual inci-
dence rate of 39/100 000 among non-Hispanic whites compared
with 16/100 000 among Asians. Lam et al performed a cross-
sectional study to determine the proportion of BO from all con-
secutive patients who underwent endoscopy. BO was significantly

more common in non-Asian Americans than in Asians (2.1% vs
0.76%), and non-Asian ethnicity was associated with an OR of
3.55 (95% CI 1.85 to 6.85) for the presence of BO.147 Ford et al
reported that BO was more common in white Caucasians than in
South Asians (2.8% vs 0.3%; OR 6.03, 95% CI 3.56 to 10.22).148

Rajendra et al149 reported that within Malaysia, a multi-ethnic
Asian country, BO was significantly more common in Indians than
in Chinese and Malays. Similar to the Western world, older age,
male gender and long duration of reflux symptoms have been asso-
ciated with BO.136 138 141 145 150 In a multicentre prospective
Korean study, male gender (OR 1.82; 95% CI 1.32 to 2.50) and
older age (>60 vs <40 years) (OR 1.81; 95% CI 1.07 to 3.09)
were significant risk factors.141 In a prospective study from
Taiwan, Kuo et al150 reported that GORD duration longer than
5 years (OR 4.2; 95% CI 1.2 to 4.8) was an independent risk

Figure 2 Management algorithm in regions with access to functional testing.
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factor for BO. Abdominal obesity has been implicated as a risk
factor for BO both in the Western world and in Asia.151 152 A
recent meta-analysis found that smoking was associated with an
increased risk of BO compared with non-GORD controls (OR
1.44; 95% CI 1.20 to 1.74) and population-based controls (OR
1.42; 95% CI 1.15 to 1.76).153 This association was also observed
by Tseng et al in a Taiwanese study.145 Alcohol is not regarded as a
risk factor.154 H. pylori has been shown to be a negative risk factor
in both Asia and the Western world.155 156 Familial aggregation
has been reported in the Western world157–159 and may be rele-
vant in Asia. There is possibly a role for genetic predisposition,
based on work from genome-wide association studies.160–162

CQ24. What is the value of a standard protocol for documenting
BO detected at endoscopy?
Statement 24
A standard protocol for documenting BO using the Prague C &M
criteria at endoscopy will improve the level of diagnostic confi-
dence and aid communication between clinicians.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

Standardisation of endoscopic documentation of BO is
needed for clinical research and communication between clini-
cians in order to further research BO, such as its natural course,
risk of cancer development and prevention. The Prague C & M
system is used for standardisation.133 The Prague C & M system
is widely used by major academic societies such as the American
Gastroenterological Association (AGA),123 ACG125 and the
British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG).5

There is a controversy between Japanese and non-Japanese
endoscopists regarding the landmark for the gastro-oesophageal
junction. The proximal end of the gastric folds is used as the
landmark for the gastro-oesophageal junction by the BSG, AGA,
ACG5 123 125 and other parts of Asia.134 163 Japanese endosco-
pists tend to use the distal end of the palisade vessels to define
the gastro-oesophageal junction. Palisade vessels may be anatom-
ically more correct theoretically.164 However, the presence of
oesophagitis, the degree of air insufflation (minimal for gastric

folds and maximal for palisade vessels) as well as respiration
and peristalsis can make the correspondence between the two
landmarks inconsistent. Thus the consensus group accepted the
proximal limits of gastric folds as the definition of the gastro-
oesophageal junction.

As highlighted earlier, Japanese studies on the epidemiology
of BO have reported high prevalence rates.139 140 When the
entity of USSBO is removed, the prevalence rate of BO in Japan
is low, similar to other Asian countries. This highlights the fact
that standardisation of definition/documentation is critical for
documenting BO and meaningful interpretation of published
data. A minimum endoscopic dataset is shown in table 3. This
was adapted from the BSG guidelines.5

CQ25. What are the risks of progression to OAC in patients
with BO?
Statement 25
The risks of progression to OAC in patients with BO increases
with male gender, current tobacco smoking, visceral obesity,
Caucasian origin, genetic factors, a longer segment, presence of
IM and presence of dysplasia.
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: NA

Accumulating evidence supports central or visceral obesity as
a predisposing factor for BO and/or OAC.165 Several studies
have unequivocally demonstrated that Caucasians have a higher
prevalence of BO and OAC.146 147 166 Recent genome-wide
association studies showed that there are susceptibility loci for
OAC and BO.162 A longer length of BO has been associated
with a higher cancer risk. In a recent meta-analysis it was
reported that there was a lower risk of developing OAC in
patients with SSBO (1.9/1000 patient years) compared with
LSBO (3.3/1000 patient years). However, the confidence limits
overlapped, indicating that the evidence was weak.167 In a
recent prospective cohort study it was also shown that the risk
of OAC increased with the length of BO. In this report, subjects
with SSBO were shown to have a significantly smaller risk of
developing cancer than those with LSBO. Among the subjects

Table 2 Prevalence rates of Barrett’s oesophagus (BO) in Asia

Country Reference Study population Prevalence rate

Australia Kendall and Whiteman135 Unselected patients undergoing endoscopy
(N=2593)

1.89%

China Xiong et al136 Unselected patients undergoing endoscopy
(N=2022)

1%

India Dhawan et al137 Unselected patients undergoing endoscopy
(N=271)

6%

Mathew et al138 Patients with reflux disease (N=278) 9% had CLO with IM; 16.54% had CLO
Japan Okita et al139 Unselected patients undergoing endoscopy

(N=5338)
Overall: 37.6%
SSBO (mean length 0.77±0.43cm): 37.4%
LSBO: 0.2%

Watari et al140 Unselected patients undergoing endoscopy
(N=1581)

SSBO: 5.4%
LSBO: 0.2%
(Ultrashort: 30.8%)

Korea Park et al141 Multicentre Korean study of patients undergoing endoscopy
(N=25 536)

0.84%

Malaysia Rosaida and Goh142 Unselected patients undergoing endoscopy
(N=1000)

2%

Singapore Ang et al143 Patients with reflux disease (N=533) 1.7%
Taiwan Tseng et al145 Health screening patients who underwent endoscopy (N=19 812) 0.061%

CLO, columnar lined oesophagus; IM, intestinal metaplasia; LSBO, long segment BO; SSBO, short segment BO.
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with LSBO, the risk ratio appeared to increase linearly with the
length of BO, but this was not statistically significant. The other
factor to be considered in this study was that the number of
biopsies may not have been optimum for LSBO, resulting in
inadequate exclusion of dysplasia.168

CQ26. What is the value of screening for BO in Asia?
Statement 26
There is no value for screening for BO in the Asia-Pacific region
due to the low prevalence rates and lack of benefit.
Agreement: 94.7%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

The aim of screening is to detect BO and then enrol these
patients in a surveillance programme. This decision has to take
into account disease prevalence, potential benefit, potential
harm and cost. There are no Asian data available, so this must
be extrapolated from Western data. In terms of potential
benefit, retrospective case series suggest that OAC may be
detected at an earlier stage with a better chance for curative
treatment when there is a strategy for screening and subsequent
surveillance.169–175 A population-based study from the USA did
not show any survival benefit from surveillance,176 but a recent
Dutch population study suggested that proper surveillance will
result in lower mortality from OAC.177 However, in that study
only 8% of cancers were diagnosed in patients with a prior
diagnosis of BO. The potential impact depends on disease
prevalence and cancer risk. BO is not common in Asia.
Furthermore, the risk of cancer is not high. It must be recog-
nised, however, that BO is the risk factor for OAC and the only
way to detect high-grade dysplasia (HGD) and early cancer is by
screening and surveillance. It is recognised that surveillance will
not be cost-effective for the majority of patients.178 Thus, there
is a need to select patients at a higher risk. The BSG and
American Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) guide-
lines recommended selecting only patients with a higher risk for
screening and subsequent surveillance.5 179 Predictive models
for BO based on clinical risk factors have been developed based
on retrospective data with either prospective or external valid-
ation.180–182 Since the diagnosis of BO requires histology, endos-
copy would be required for screening. For endoscopy, both
standard endoscopy and ultrathin transnasal endoscopy without
sedation can be utilised.183–186 Capsule endoscopy is not recom-
mended as the results are inferior and histology cannot be
obtained.186 187 Although objective data demonstrating the
benefit of screening are limited, there appeared to be patient
acceptance for screening. A recent survey suggested that the

majority of patients were keen on screening for BO and most pre-
ferred unsedated techniques.188 In the last Asia-Pacific GORD
consensus, the statement on screening for BO based on prolonged
GORD symptoms was rejected. The rationale was low disease
burden and it was recognised that, in Asia, patients with upper
GI symptoms would usually undergo diagnostic endoscopic
evaluation anyway to exclude peptic ulcer or gastric cancer.4

CQ27. Is there evidence for chemoprevention in BO?
Statement 27
Limited data suggest that PPI may reduce the risk of progression
to dysplasia. The main role for PPI therapy is symptom control
and mucosal healing, and not chemoprevention.
Agreement: 89.5%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

Chemoprevention is the use of pharmacological agents to
prevent the development of cancer. Most published data evalu-
ated the use of PPI and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs). The data supporting the protective effects of PPI in
OAC prevention come from several retrospective and prospect-
ive observational studies and meta-analyses.5 In a recent
meta-analysis published in 2014, Singh et al189 showed that PPI
use was associated with a 71% reduction risk of OAC or HGD
(OR 0.29; 95% CI 0.12 to 0.79). Conversely, Hvid-Jensen
et al190 performed a nationwide case-control study in Denmark
among 9883 patients with newly diagnosed BO, where 140
cases of incident OAC or HGD were identified over a period of
10 years. It was shown that the use of PPI was associated with
an increased risk of OAC/HGD. Finally, in another retrospective
study investigating differences in exposures in patients with BO
regression, no difference was seen with respect to the use of PPI
in patients with regression of BO.191

Individual studies have reported inconsistent findings on the
association between the use of cyclo-oxygenase (COX) inhibitors
such as aspirin and NSAIDs and the risk of neoplastic progression
in patients with BO. A recently published meta-analysis showed
that, overall, COX inhibitor use was associated with a reduced
risk of OAC/HGD among patients with BO (RR 0.64, 95% CI
0.53 to 0.77). Both aspirin and non-aspirin COX inhibitors
reduced the risk of OAC/HGD (RR 0.63, 95% CI 0.43 to 0.94
and RR 0.50, 95% CI 0.32 to 0.78, respectively).192 However,
the risk/benefit ratio of aspirin and NSAIDs is unclear, given the
risk of GI bleeding and haemorrhagic stroke. The AspECT trial is
the biggest multicentre RCT looking at the long-term chemopre-
vention effect of esomeprazole with or without aspirin.
Recruitment has ended and results are awaited.193

Table 3 Minimum endoscopic data set for documentation of Barrett’s oesophagus (BO)

Finding Reporting system Description

Length of BO Prague classification CxMx (x in cm)
Barrett’s islands Describe length and distance from incisors (in cm)
Hiatus hernia Distance between diaphragmatic pinch and gastro-oesophageal junction Yes/no; length in cm
Visible lesions Number/distance from incisors (cm)

Paris classification to describe morphology
Yes/no; distance in cm.
0-Ip, protruded pedunculated
0-Is, protruded sessile
0-IIa, superficial elevated
0-IIb, flat
0-IIc, superficial depressed
0-III, excavated

Biopsies Location and number of samples taken X number (X cm from incisors)
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CQ28. What are the benefits of endoscopic surveillance of BO?
Statement 28
There is at present no proven benefit in endoscopic surveillance
of BO in the absence of dysplasia.
Agreement: 84.2%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

So far no clear benefit has been proven for endoscopic surveil-
lance of BO in the absence of dysplasia. The data on the risk of
progression of non-dysplastic BO are reviewed in Statement 30.
When there is associated low-grade dysplasia (LGD), surveillance
will be more relevant because disease progression may occur at a
faster rate and thus surveillance may have a higher yield of
detecting neoplastic progression. It would be difficult to recom-
mend endoscopic surveillance of BO, considering the low risk of
malignant progression particularly in Asians, if it is not associated
with dysplasia given the high costs. Studies have shown that the
prediction of progression of oesophageal dysplasia is improved if
at least two expert pathologists agree on the diagnosis and
increases further when a greater number of pathologists concur
with the diagnosis. Thus, dysplasia should be confirmed by a
second pathologist.124 194 195 According to the AGA and BSG
guidelines, surveillance of non-dysplastic BO is recommended at
3–5-year intervals.5 124 However, a recent report argues that this
strategy may not be cost-effective in the majority of patients with
BO.178 The decision for surveillance of BO without dysplasia in
Asia has to be individualised, given the lack of robust data. Even
if the Western strategy of 3–5-yearly surveillance is adopted, the
issue of when to stop if no dysplasia is repeatedly detected is also
unclear. Should one stop after three surveillance procedures if no
dysplasia is detected? Should one stop after age 85 years? It is
only when LGD is unequivocally demonstrated that surveillance
should be done according to the BSG/AGA guidelines, given the
risk of progression. When HGD is detected, intervention such as
endoscopic resection rather than continued surveillance for pro-
gression to OAC would be recommended. This is because it has
been shown that synchronous cancer can occur with HGD.196

CQ29. What is the advantage of advanced imaging endoscopic
techniques over WLE in detecting dysplasia/cancer in BO?
Statement 29
Advanced endoscopic imaging techniques facilitate targeted
biopsies and increase the detection rate of dysplasia. As a
minimum, high resolution/definition WLE should be used for
endoscopic imaging.
Agreement: 94.7%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

As a minimum, diagnostic evaluation should be performed
using high resolution or definition WLE (HD-WLE). In add-
ition, advanced imaging techniques may increase the detection
rate of dysplasia. Advanced imaging techniques either enhance
mucosal surface contrast or provide magnification of mucosal
surface details, with or without concomitant mucosal surface
contrast. Chromoendoscopy enhances mucosal surface contrast
by dye spray, such as the use of indigo carmine. Virtual chro-
moendoscopy provides mucosal surface contrast electronically
without the use of dye spray. It may be achieved with the use of
an optical filter (NBI), blue laser imaging (BLI) or with elec-
tronic processing (i-scan, flexible intelligent color enhancement
(FICE)). Magnifying endoscopy combined with chromoendo-
scopy or virtual chromoendoscopy is able to visualise the
mucosal microsurface and microvessel patterns and differentiate

areas of HGD/OAC from non-dysplastic areas. Other advanced
techniques include autofluorescence imaging and ultrahigh mag-
nification with the use of confocal laser microendoscopy, but
these are of limited clinical utility. The characteristics of such
techniques are summarised in table 4.

Advanced endoscopic imaging has been investigated to deter-
mine whether it can increase the detection of both IM and dys-
plasia in BO. Most of the studies used NBI.129 197–199 In an
international multicentre randomised trial, Sharma et al com-
pared HD-WLE and NBI for detection of IM and neoplasia in
BO. During HD-WLE, four quadrant biopsies every 2 cm,
together with targeted biopsies of visible lesions (Seattle proto-
col), were obtained. During NBI examination, mucosal and vas-
cular patterns were noted and targeted biopsies were obtained.
Both HD-WLE and NBI detected 104/113 (92%) patients with
IM, but NBI required fewer biopsies per patient (3.6 vs 7.6,
p<0.0001). NBI detected a higher proportion of areas with dys-
plasia (30% vs 21%, p=0.01). During examination with NBI, all
areas of HGD and cancer had an irregular mucosal or vascular
pattern. It was concluded that NBI-targeted biopsies can have the
same IM detection rate as an HD-WLE examination with the
Seattle protocol while requiring fewer biopsies. In addition,
NBI-targeted biopsies can detect more areas with dysplasia.
Regular appearing NBI surface patterns did not harbour HGD/
cancer, suggesting that biopsies could be avoided in these
areas.199 In a recent meta-analysis, Song et al reported that NBI
had a sensitivity and specificity of 0.91 (95% CI 0.86 to 0.94)
and 0.85 (95% CI 0.76 to 0.92) on a per-patient element, and
0.97 (95% CI 0.95 to 0.98) and 0.64 (95% CI 0.59 to 0.68) on a
per-lesion element for IM diagnosis, respectively. The per-patient
sensitivity and specificity for identifying HGD were 0.91 (95%
CI 0.75 to 0.98) and 0.95 (95% CI 0.91 to 0.97).200 FICE has
also been reported to have a good diagnostic value.201 202

CQ30. How frequently should a patient with BO without LGD
undergo endoscopy in a surveillance programme?
Statement 30
If it is decided to perform surveillance in the absence of dyspla-
sia, oesophagogastroduodenoscopy should be performed every
3–5 years with targeted biopsies using a standardised protocol.

Table 4 Overview of imaging modalities

Imaging technique Comment

HD-WLE Becoming the default standard
Magnification endoscopy Evaluated in case series; not directly

compared with standard endoscopy
Only allows visualisation of very focal areas

Chromoendoscopy Relatively inexpensive to use
Variability in use of stains and spray catheter
Lack of standardisation of technique

Virtual chromoendoscopy (eg,
NBI, BLI, FICE, i-scan)

Relatively easy to use, showing yield that is
similar to that of routine biopsies
Can be combined with magnification
endoscopy to enhance imaging of mucosa
surface

Autofluorescence imaging Allows broad-based imaging
High false positive rates with subjective
colour interpretation

Confocal microscopy High quality and detailed imaging
Challenges include imaging of very focal
areas, intravenous fluorescence agent and
image interpretation

BLI, blue laser imaging; FICE, flexible intelligent colour enhancement; HD-WLE, high
definition white light endoscopy; NBI, narrow band imaging.
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Agreement: 94.7%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

The above statement is based on expert opinion and
evidence from observational studies evaluating the progression
of non-dysplastic BO to OAC. The progression of non-dysplastic
BO to OAC is estimated to range from 0.27% to 0.59%/
year.203–206 In a nationwide population-based cohort study in
Denmark between 1992 and 2009, the absolute annual risk of
OAC was calculated at 0.12% among 11 028 patients with
BO.203 A multicentre study of a large cohort of patients with
BO evaluated the risk of progression in patients with non-
dysplastic BO (n=1204).205 The mean time to progression to
OAC was calculated at 5.29 years (range 1.05–15.3). The inci-
dence of HGD and OAC was 0.63%/year (95% CI 0.47% to
0.86%) while the incidence of LGD was 3.6%/year (95% CI
3.2% to 4.1%). Five and 10 years after diagnosis, 98.6% and
97.1% of patients with non-dysplastic BO were cancer-free,
respectively. Another study examined whether persistence of
non-dysplastic BO independently protected against development
of cancer (n=1401).206 In the study, five groups of patients
were identified. Patients in group 1 were found to have non-
dysplastic BO at their first endoscopy. Patients in group 2 were
found to have non-dysplastic BO on their first two consecutive
endoscopies. Similarly, patients in groups 3, 4 and 5 were found
to have non-dysplastic BO on three, four and five consecutive
surveillance endoscopies. The median follow-up period was 5
±3.9 years (7846 patient-years). The annual risk of OAC in
groups 1–5 was 0.32%, 0.27%, 0.16%, 0.2% and 0.11%,
respectively (p for trend=0.03). It was concluded that persist-
ence of non-dysplastic BO, based on multiple surveillance
endoscopies, was associated with a gradually lower likelihood of
progression to OAC. Cost-effectiveness analyses have shown
that surveillance every 5 years is the only effective strategy for
non-dysplastic BO surveillance.205 207 On the other hand, it is
not clear if surveillance improves mortality from OAC.

CQ31. How should a patient with BO with LGD be treated?
Statement 31
For BO with confirmed LGD, consider treatment or surveil-
lance. If treatment is chosen, resect the lesion if it is endoscopic-
ally identifiable as a focal lesion. In the absence of focal lesions,
consider radiofrequency ablation (RFA). If surveillance is
chosen, repeat endoscopy in 6 months to confirm LGD.
Agreement: 94.7%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

The diagnosis of LGD is challenging even to expert GI
pathologists. In a study by Vennalaganti, despite refining the
histopathology criteria to diagnose LGD, inter-observer agree-
ment among expert pathologists continued to remain low
(0.07–0.33).208 Due to the lack of a reliable histopathological
diagnosis, the estimated rates of progression of LGD to OAC
are highly variable (0.5%–13.6%/year). In a meta-analysis pub-
lished in 2014, the annual incidence rate of OAC in patients
with LGD was 0.54% (95% CI 0.09% to 0.15%).209 In another
recently conducted European multicentre RCT in patients with
LGD, 68 were randomised to RFA and 68 to endoscopic sur-
veillance.210 RFA reduced the risk of progression to OAC by
7.4% (1.5% for ablation vs 8.8% for control; 95% CI 0% to
14.7%; p=0.03). Due to the lack of reliable diagnosis and pro-
gression rates for LGD, the recommendations for treatment
should be individualised.

CQ32. What are the treatment options for BO with HGD?
Statement 32
Endoscopic resection is the treatment of choice for BO with
HGD and carcinoma in situ when the lesion can be localised
endoscopically. RFA is recommended to ablate all BO to treat
undetected synchronous lesions and to prevent development of
metachronous lesions. Surgery can be an alternative to endo-
scopic resection (with or without RFA).
Agreement: 100%
Quality of evidence: Moderate
Strength of recommendation: Strong

Currently, endoscopic resection is the preferred treatment
modality for BO with HGD, intramucosal cancer (T1aEP
(lesion extension limited in the epithelium, which is equivalent
to Tis) and T1aLP (lesion extension remained in the lamina
propria)).211 It is not the absolute indication for the T1aMM
lesion (extending to the muscularis mucosa) as there is a chance
of lymph node metastasis in about 50% of cases. Compared
with surgery, responses to endoscopic resection and ablative
therapies were much better.212 In a study by Pech et al,213 com-
plete response was reported in 97% of patients undergoing
endoscopic resection and other ablative procedures for
BO-related neoplasia, with a 5-year survival rate of 84%.
Surveillance biopsies in patients showed normal squamous epi-
thelium in 97% of patients with a mean remission time of
23 months. In contrast, a systematic review of 23 studies involv-
ing 441 cases showed that, on average, 40% of patients who
had undergone oesophagectomy for HGD developed cancer on
follow-up.214 Thus, oesophagectomy should be reserved for
cases with submucosal invasion, lymph node metastasis or when
endoscopic therapy fails.215

RFA should be employed after endoscopic resection to ablate
all BO epithelium because of the risk of undetected synchronous
lesions and to prevent the development of metachronous
lesions.216 By itself, RFA is considered to be an inadequate
method for the cure of BO-associated neoplasia, as cases of
relapse from buried cancer foci are increasingly documented. In
a large multicentre study by Gupta et al,217 although 56% of
patients treated with RFA were in complete remission after
24 months, 33% of these patients had disease recurrence within
the next 2 years.

DISCUSSION
The third consensus on GORD in the Asia-Pacific region con-
tinues to clarify the investigation and treatment of GORD
which has been rising in incidence throughout the region. The
report shows that there are similarities and differences between
the region and the Western world in the management of
GORD. The role of the declining prevalence of H. pylori infec-
tion was controversial. Epidemiological data showed an inverse
association between H. pylori infection and GORD, but causal-
ity has not been proven. The decline in H. pylori prevalence is
related to improved living conditions, less overcrowding and
improved sanitation. Eradication of H. pylori for treatment of
H. pylori-related diseases has led to a decline of H. pylori infec-
tion in the region. Four recent meta-analyses have been per-
formed on the development of GORD after H. pylori
eradication.218–221 Three studies reported no association
between H. pylori eradication and the development of GORD
or GORD symptoms.218–220 A fourth study, however, concluded
that eradication of H. pylori infection may be a risk factor for
de novo endoscopic GORD, especially in the Asian popula-
tion.221 In a community-based study of gastric cancer
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prevention in Matsu Island, Taiwan, through mass eradication
of H. pylori infection the annual incidence of oesophagitis was
6% (95% CI 5.1% to 6.9%). Male gender and large waist cir-
cumference were associated with the development of oesopha-
gitis after H. pylori treatment.222 The biological mechanism for
the development of GORD following H. pylori eradication
depends on the distribution of gastritis (hyper- or hypo-acidity)
and predisposition to GORD (hiatus hernia, gastro-oesophageal
junction competence, oesophageal acid clearance). In 2000,
Hamada et al documented that Japanese patients who devel-
oped reflux oesophagitis after H. pylori eradication had a
greater prevalence of hiatus hernia and more severe corpus gas-
tritis. A longitudinal study of patients over 10 years following
eradication therapy demonstrated that oesophagitis was mild
and transient in 40% of patients and established oesophagitis
was present in only 4.4% of patients.223 The incidence of OAC
has been increasing whereas that of gastric cancer is decreasing.
Derakhshan et al investigated whether the incidences of these
two cancers and their time trends might be inversely related,
pointing to a common environmental factor exerting opposite
effects on these cancers. Data were abstracted from ‘Cancer
Incidence in Five Continents’ (CI5) Volume X, GLOBOCAN
2012 and CI5C-Plus. Superimposition of longitudinal and cross-
sectional data indicated that populations with a current high
incidence of OAC and a low incidence of gastric cancer had pre-
viously resembled countries with a high incidence of gastric
cancer and a low incidence of OAC. This negative association
between gastric cancer and OAC in both current incidences and
time trends was consistent with a common environmental factor
predisposing to one and protecting from the other. H. pylori
atrophic gastritis was postulated as a possible factor.224

Patients with symptoms that are partially or completely non-
responsive to PPI are regarded as having PPI-refractory GORD.
In this consensus meeting we made a distinction between the
disease GORD and the symptoms which are refractory to PPI.
The diagnostic approach for this group of patients is sum-
marised in two algorithms. One algorithm is targeted at areas
with access to endoscopy and functional testing and when the
patient is agreeable (figure 1). In areas where functional testing
is unavailable or where the patient does not wish to undergo
the tests, a series of therapeutic trials can be given (figure 2).
Before patients are subjected to surgical treatment, however,
functional testing is mandatory as antireflux surgery in patients
with achalasia, for example, would aggravate the condition
further.

Vonoprazan, a potassium-competitive acid blocker, has been
developed for the treatment of acid-related diseases. However, it
was not formally discussed or voted upon during the consensus
meeting due to lack of data at that time. Since then, a multicen-
tre randomised comparison with lansoprazole has been reported
and the results showed non-inferiority with lansoprazole and it
was also effective in CYP2C19 extensive metabolisers.225

In this consensus, the diagnosis of BO has been further
refined and standardised. There is no longer a requirement for
the presence of intestinal metaplasia, although the higher risk of
progression in the presence of IM is acknowledged. This is con-
sistent with the BSG guidelines5 and the recently published
report by the international Benign Barrett’s and Cancer
Taskforce (BOB CAT) consensus group.226 It must be acknowl-
edged that this does differ from the American and Australian
guidelines with respect to the requirement of the presence of
IM.123 227 The entity of USSBO has been removed and the
minimum length of columnar lined oesophagus required is
1 cm. Once BO is detected, the decision concerning surveillance

needs to be individualised because there is at present no proven
benefit in endoscopic surveillance of BO in the absence of dys-
plasia. If surveillance is undertaken, HD-WLE as well as
advanced endoscopic imaging techniques such as NBI with mag-
nification should be used to facilitate targeted biopsies and
increase the detection rate of dysplasia. In the presence of HGD
and intramucosal cancer, the group recommends endoscopic
intervention when feasible, given the risk for progression to
OAC and the data supporting efficacy and safety of minimally
invasive options such as endoscopic resection and RFA.
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